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Abstract
As failures in hard- and software are likely to prevail, there is a need for
operating systems that offer failure resilience. In this work, I introduce
L4ReAnimator, a framework for restarting failed operating system components.
L4ReAnimator helps to restart failed components and to reintegrate them
into the system. For that purpose, I designed and implemented a capability
fault mechanism. I demonstrate that recursive resource management is also
applicable for capabilities. Furthermore, an application-transparent userlevel
checkpointing mechanism is part of L4ReAnimator, helping to restore a
component’s state after its restart.
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1 Motivation
Blue-screens of death, sad macs and guru meditations have become a
metaphor of unstable software systems and nearly everybody had to fight
with lost data due to a system crash or application failure. So »save often, save
early« was not only topical for players of old Sierra adventure games, but also
for current users of every kind of software, e.g. word processors, drawing
programs or database systems, whereas at the last one »save often« stands for
»backup often«.

1.1 Why do systems fail?
Although there exist many tools that help software developers to detect bugs
during the process of writing software, we are far away from getting failure
free software. Indeed studies [25] show that the bug density was decreasing in
the last years with the help of these tools. On the other hand, the complexity
and the amount of code of software projects is increasing continuously. Hence
the amount of failures in software projects seems to keep the same over the
time.
But software is not the only reason for unstable systems. Hardware is
getting more complex and error prone [29]. As the structures of chips are
getting finer, bit flips due to cosmic radiation are getting more likely, which
then can lead to software failures.

1.2 What can be done about it?
Verified software could be a way to prevent this situation, but it showed out
that this approach is very complex and needs a lot of time. One exemplary
project of building a verified system is seL4 [22], which is a verified L4 Microkernel. Verifying this kernel, which only consists of 8000 lines of C-code,
took more than five years. So, verification of complex software seems to be
impracticable, and further does not help against hardware faults.
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Further, seL4 is only the fundament of the software stack. Having a verified
kernel does not prevent legacy applications running on top of this kernel
from crashing.
It seems likely that one cannot change that software will fail, but we can
aim of confining the consequences introduced by this failures. One possible
direction to reduce the impact of software failures are software systems that
are aware of the possible occurrence of bad things and are somehow able to
deal with those failures.
This work aims to lay the foundation for such a robust software system
based on TUD:OS. I will introduce L4ReAnimator, a framework for restarting
failed system components, that should be versatile and easy to use by system
programmers. With this framework it should be possible to restart failed
operating system components in a application transparent manner.

1.3 Structure of this Document
This document is structured as follows. In the second chapter I present an
overview about failures in today’s hard and software systems and further
present mechanism that can help to build failure resilient operating systems.
Further, I introduce TUD:OS, the operating system, this work relies on.
The third chapter contains three case studies of existing operating
system providing failure resilience. Chapter four presents the design of
L4ReAnimator and in chapter five I present how this design was realized
and describe the problems that occurred during the implementation. In
the sixth chapter I analyze L4ReAnimator, regarding aspects of effort and
performance. Finally, in Chapter seven I summarize my work and suggest
further improvements.
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2 Preliminary considerations
In this chapter I first give an overview of failures that can occur in toady’s
computer systems and further present mechanisms that can be used to recover from these failures. Finally I introduce TUD:OS, a microkernel based
operating system developed at the TU Dresden, which forms the foundation
of this work.

2.1 What Can Go Wrong?
Where people act, let it be politics, software engineering or hardware design,
things can go wrong and believing Murphy’s law, they will go wrong. In this
section I give a short systematical overview of possible failures in toady’s hardand software systems.

2.1.1 Fault – Error – Failure
Avizienis et al. describe a correct service as follows:
Correct service is delivered when the service implements the
system function. [7]
A system means an entity interacting with other entities, its environment,
like hardware, software, humans and the physical world. The service in the
contrary refers to the behavior expected by users of the system.
They further go on to describe a service failure as:
[. . . ] an event that occurs when the delivered deviates from correct service. [7]
The deviation of the correct service is called an error, which is caused by a
fault.
Faults that deterministically remain in the system after a restart are called
non-transient faults, also Bohr-bugs [18]. Such faults may be introduced to
the system during its development phase, but can also be caused by defective
hardware.
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Faults that are not permanent, and which are likely to disappear due to an
restart of the system are called transient faults, or Heisen-bugs [18].
However, a fault does not necessarily trigger an error. A fault existing in a
system not triggering an error is dormant, whereas a fault that actually causes
an error is active [7].
Another helpful classification of faults is according to their activation. If
the activation of a fault is reproducible the fault is called deterministic, or a
hard fault. In contrast, if the fault is only activated because of a »complex
interaction of internal state and external requests«, or just bad timing of a
request, it is called soft [7].

2.1.2 Error Propagation
Errors of one component may lead to errors in other components. This
behavior is called error propagation. An example for error propagation is
a hardware fault causing an error in a device driver. This error propagates
as input fault into an application using the device driver and causes this
application to crash.
Another example for error propagation is a bit flip in a pointer of a component, which causes memory corruption in other components. However, this
is only possible if these components are running in the same address space
or share memory and can be avoided by address spaces separation.

2.2 Survive Operating System Errors
In order to analyze the fault resilience of real-world systems in section 2.3 I
now discuss three strategies that can be employed to achieve this.

2.2.1 Fault Containment
It is obvious that failures can only be handled, if there is something left to
handle it. So, if a software failure leads to a crash of the whole operating system,
including the kernel, there is no way to recover. Decomposition of the system
into multiple components can therefore help to keep the consequences of a
failing component limited.
Nooks [34], which will be presented in detail in the next chapter provides
fault containment against driver crashes by lifting drivers into lightweight
and separated kernel protection domains.
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Microkernels offer this protection by design. In microkernel based operating systems services run as user-land processes, so that a crashed component
will not lead to a whole system failure. If the crashed component was not a
critical part of the system, it might be started again.

2.2.2 Detecting Faults
If a component crashed, it is obvious that this component contained a fault.
But not every fault will cause a component to crash and these faults can
be hard to detect. Further, silent faults may lead to error propagation into
other components. To prevent that, it is necessary to detect faults as soon as
possible.
To achieve this, Gray [18] proposes to construct fail-fast software. Fail-fast
software is achieved using defensive programming techniques, and checking
each input, output or immediate result during computation against soundness
rules.
Another way to detect software faults early, i.e. before they can cause
an error, is periodic code checking [11]. Thereby, the code segment of an
application is periodically checked for unwanted modification. This can be
done in software and there also exist microprocessor designs supporting a
Run Time Integrity Checker[16].

2.2.3 Restarting Components
Indeed fault containment and fault detection are important, but they do
not prevent components from crashing. It is still necessary to deal with
failed components. In the simplest case the component can just be restarted,
whereas decomposition can help, to keep the restart times as small as possible.
This mechanism is also known as micro-rebooting [21].
However, simple restart only helps if the component is stateless or if the
state can be easily recovered. In case the component is stateful, the state
has to be made persistent and needs to be recovered during the restart of a
component.
Checkpointing [28, 13] can be a solution to that kind of problem. CuriOS [12], does that by holding the state in special regions. This mechanism
will be described in the next chapter.
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2.3 TUD:OS
TUD:OS is a microkernel-based operating system, developed at TU Dresden.
It consists of the Fiasco.OC microkernel and the L4Re user-level runtime
environment. Before I describe these two components in detail, I give a short
overview on microkernel based operating systems.

2.3.1 The Microkernel Approach
Microkernels, in contrast to monolithic kernels like Linux, only offer fundamental primitives such as threads, virtual address spaces and communication
mechanisms. In contrast policies, for instance memory management, but
also device drivers have to be implemented as user-land applications, commonly called servers running in isolated address spaces, which communicate
through inter-process communication (IPC) and shared memory and can easily
be replaced at run-time.
First generation microkernels like MACH [5] had a disappointing performance, compared to monolithic kernels and were still complex. Second
generation microkernels [36] offer a better IPC performance and are less
complex than the former. Examples for second generation microkernels are
the microkernels of the L4 family like OK.L4 [3], Pistachio [1], Fiasco [15].
Minix 3 [19] is another true microkernel system.
During the last years a third generation of microkernels, such as seL4 [22],
Fiasco.OC [24] and NOVA, has evolved. These microkernels use new approaches to resource management, such as capabilities and support access to
virtualization technologies of modern CPUs.
As only the minimal microkernel runs in privileged CPU mode, the probability of failures in privileged mode is minimized. All other parts of the system
run in unprivileged CPU mode. Hence, a crash of a user-land component
does not necessarily lead to a whole system crash. In the best case the failed
component can be replaced and the system is fully functional again. But, as I
show later in my work, simple restart is often not enough to bring back full
system functionality.

2.3.2 Fiasco.OC
As mentioned before, Fiasco.OC, from now on called Fiasco, is the microkernel TUD:OS relies on. It implements the L4F specification and implements a set of kernel objects. The main kernel objects Fiasco offers are the
following[24]:
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Task A task implements a protection domain. This domain includes a virtual
address space, and a capability space for holding object references.
Thread A thread implements temporal isolation. Threads belong to one task
so that multiple threads belonging to one task share the same address
space and capabilities.
IRQ IRQs implement asynchronous notifications, which can be received
either in a blocking or non-blocking fashion. They represent either
hardware interrupts or user-level notifications.
IPC-Gates An IPC-gate provides a communication channel to a certain
thread. As it is transparent to a client, with what kind of kernel object it
interacts, IPC-Gates can be used to act as proxy to other kernel objects.
Further, user-level objects can be created with help of an IPC-Gate.
Factory The factory object creates new objects of a specific type.
User Level Paging
Like other kernels of the L4 family, Fiasco.OC does not implement memory
management policies. Address spaces are constructed outside the kernel in a
recursive manner using user level pagers. Upon start-up, all physical memory
is given to σ0, the root pager. Other address spaces are created by user level
pagers, using the following operations:
Map When a page is mapped from one address space to another address
space this page will be accessible in both address spaces after the map
operation.
Grant When a page is granted to another address space, this page removed
from the granter’s address space and mapped to the other address space.
Unmap A page which is unmapped will not be accessible in the unmapper’s
address space anymore. Further the page will be unmapped from all
other address spaces, which obtained mappings from the original page.
For providing the unmap functionality the kernel organizes all mappings in a
mapping database. This database is holds information of mappings in a tree,
representing the mapping hierarchy.
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Capabilities
Capabilities are used to address objects and can be seen as pointers to kernel
objects. For transferring capabilities also the grant, map and unmap operations are used. Capabilities mapped to a capability space are accessed by
the application through the capability index, which refers one entry in the
capability space.
User applications interact with kernel objects by performing the only system call Fiasco.OC offers, the invoke system call, on a mapped capability.
The parameters of this system call are stored in the CPU registers and special
message registers stored in the Userlevel Thread Control Block (UTCB) of a
thread.

2.3.3 TUD:OS’ Run-time Environment
TUD:OS’ user land comprises the L4 Run-time Environment (L4Re), which
offers a set of servers implementing objects with specific interfaces. The
interfaces provided by L4Re are:
Dataspace A dataspace [6] is a container of unstructured memory, let it be
physical memory, a file or IO-memory. A dataspace provider implements methods like map and unmap, mapping and unmapping parts of
a dataspace to the receivers address space.
Region Mapper The region mapper manages a task’s address space, providing functions to attach and detach dataspaces to/from an address space
or reserve areas of an address space.
Memory Allocator The memory allocator is providing memory in form of
dataspaces. If supported by the implementer, this return memory can
have special attributes, such as continuous and pinned memory
Name space The name space object offers a way to register objects under a
human-readable name. As result of a name query the registered object
will be returned.
Parent The parent object represents the creator of a task. The parent object
is used to deliver signals to the parent, for example to inform the parent
of the termination of the child.
Frame buffer The frame buffer object offers a virtual frame buffer device to
an application. It offers a call to retrieve the graphics memory in form
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of a dataspace and a refresh function, used to update parts of the frame
buffer.
Event The event object offers a simple way to implement a producerconsumer scenario. It offers a shared memory region, where events of
any type (e.g., input events) can be stored in and a IRQ-object used to
inform the consumer of new events.
Console The console combines the frame buffer and the event interface and
thereby offers a virtual graphical console.
Log A log object offers a way for textual output without using a console.
Service Using the service protocol a client specific communication channel
can be created.
Besides the interfaces, L4Re offers server and client libraries implementing
these interfaces. Additionally, it offers skeletons helping to implement own
servers.
In order to be able to run, a task needs an initial set of capabilities, which
form the L4Re environment of a task.
The L4Re environment consists of the following initial capabilities:
1. Its parent,
2. A region mapper,
3. A memory allocator,
4. A name service,
5. A log object,
6. The task’s main thread,
7. The task’s task objects,
8. A factory, and
9. A scheduler object.
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The L4Re Kernel
The L4Re kernel is a binary running inside each L4Re task. It loads the task’s
binary and starts the task’s main thread. The L4Re kernel also implements
the task’s region mapper and acts as pager for all other threads of the task.
Although running in the same address space, the task and the L4Re kernel
communicate through IPC.
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3 Case Studies
Researchers have already implemented systems focusing on fault resilience
and self-healing. In this section I present three noteworthy examples and
discuss their strengths and drawbacks.
First, I present Linux shadow drivers, an add-on to the Linux kernel providing protection against defective device drivers and restartability of crashed
device drivers. The second system focusing on robustness is Minix 3, a
microkernel-based operating system with self-healing–capabilities. CuriOS,
also a microkernel-based system, will be the last system presented in this
section. At the end of this section I summarize what was learned during the
examination of these three systems.

3.1 Linux Shadow Drivers
Linux Shadow Drivers (LinuxSD) [32] are an extension to the Linux kernel
providing restartable device drivers. As Linux device drivers run directly
in the kernel, the first step was to isolate device drivers from the rest of the
kernel. This was done in LinuxSD’s predecessor, Nooks.

3.1.1 Isolating Linux Device Drivers — Nooks
In their work on Nooks [33], the authors introduce Lightweight Kernel Protection Domains (LKPD), in which kernel extensions run , offering virtual
memory protection against the rest of Linux kernel. The kernel and the kernel
extensions use special calls, Extension Procedure Calls (XPC), in order to
safely transfer control between the kernel and the LKPD. Figure 3.1 illustrates
two LKPDs inside the Linux kernel.
Extension Procedure Calls
The XPCs include nooks_driver_call and nooks_kernel_call, whereas
the first one is called by the Linux kernel to transfer control to an LKPD and
the latter called by the extension, to transfer control from an LKPD to the
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Linux Kernel
K: r/w E1: r E2: r

Extension 1

Extension 2

K: r/w E1: r/w E2: r

K: r/w E1: r E2: r/w

Heap

Stacks

Heap

Stacks

I/O
Buﬀers

Object
Table

I/O
Buﬀers

Object
Table

Figure 3.1: Linux kernel with two LKPDs and their memory access rights (K
for kernel, E1 for extension 1 and E2 for extension 2).

kernel. These calls take a function pointer to the API function that should be
called, a list of arguments and a LKPD identifier as parameters.
An LKPD has to maintain copies of all kernel objects that should by writable
in an LKPD. During an XPC Nooks has to check which kernel objects were
modified and synchronize their state.
In order to let the kernel and the device driver transparently use the standard kernel/driver interfaces, wrappers are used. The wrappers check the
validity of parameters, synchronize kernel and LKPD versions of kernel objects and then perform an XPC.
The wrapper stubs are generated by an external tool, but the wrappers main
functionality has to be written by hand and knowledge on how parameters are
used is required. However, the authors propose, this process can be automated
using meta-compilation [14]. Overall the wrappers include 14K Source Lines
Of Code (SLOC), which is more than the half of Nook’s code-base.
Benchmarks, done by the Nooks’ authors show that the relative performance to an unmodified Linux kernel tends to be between nearly 100 %
(playback of an MP3) and 44 % (serve a simple web page).
This performance degradation is mainly caused by TLB-flushes that occur
on the x86 architecture when the protection domain is switched. However,
the authors claim, that on other architectures, supporting tagged TLBs, this
performance costs can be mitigated.
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Nooks’ Reliability
Although this section deals with LinuxSD, it is interesting to look at the
reliability enhancement which is gained by the fault containment Nooks
provides.
Nooks’ authors used synthetic fault injection to test the reliability of their
system. The fault injection tool used was the same tool that was used to test
the Rio File-cache [10].
The five kernel extension tested were the Sound Blaster 16 sound card
driver (sb16), two ethernet drivers (e1000 and pcnet32), a file system driver
(vfat) and the in-kernel web-server (kHTTPd). The authors injected 400
faults. On native Linux this fault injections produced 317 system crashes from
which 313 could be prevented by Nooks. In the remaining 4 cases the system
deadlocked.
Nooks offers a simple recovery mechanism that is unload, reload and restart
a crashed kernel extension. It turned out that this simple recovery mechanism
is introducing several problems. First, a user application accessing a device
will get a failure, because the accessed device will disappear when the kernel
extension is unloaded. Second, the recovery of the VFAT kernel extension
resulted in on-disk corruption.

3.1.2 Restarting Device Drivers
As Nooks’ simple recovery mechanism caused applications to receive erroneous results, Nooks was extended by a new mechanism called shadow
drivers.
Shadow Drivers
A shadow driver is a layer interposing the kernel and the driver interface
using taps. It can be in active or passive mode and has to be written for each
Linux device driver class.
During normal operation the shadow driver is in passive mode, monitoring all communication between the Linux kernel and the device driver, as
illustrated in Figure 3.2. In this illustration we can see a shadow driver for the
Linux sound driver class. Whenever the Linux kernel is calling a function
of the sound driver class interface, the tap will first call the original function
and then invoke the shadow driver’s equivalent. This way, all communication
between the kernel and the device driver can be monitored. The sound driver
class shadow driver, for example, keeps a log of all ioctl calls to devices. In
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Figure 3.2: LinuxSD sample scenario. Shadow driver is in passive mode.
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Figure 3.3: Same Scenario as in Figure 3.2, but shadow driver is in active
mode.
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the recovery case this information can be used to reset the sound card to the
state it had before the driver crashed.
In the failure case the shadow driver switches into active mode, illustrated
in Figure 3.3. In this mode the shadow driver prevents all communication
between the kernel and the device driver. Further, it takes the device driver’s
role and responds to all kernel requests during the recovery process. After
the recovery of the failed driver has finished, it switches back into passive
mode and the system functions as before.
Recovery in Detail
Recovery is managed by a Shadow Manager, which is also responsible for
loading the shadow drivers. When a failure in a device driver is detected, the
shadow manager locates the corresponding shadow driver and instructs it to
recover the failed driver. In case the failure is not automatically detected, the
recovery mechanism can also be triggered manually from a program.
In the recovery case the shadow driver will:
1. Stop the failed driver. This includes disabling the device, and garbage
collecting all resources, held by the failed driver. However, the kernel
objects representing the driven devices are retained, so that the kernel
will not notice the device driver is reloaded.
2. Reinitialize the device driver. During reinitialization of the failed driver,
the driver’s initial data section is restored. After that the shadow driver
will replay the kernel’s initialization sequence and reattach the driver
to the kernel objects that were retained when the driver was stopped.
3. Transfer old state to the device driver. During this step the shadow
drivers replays the configuration calls recorded in passive mode and
for open device file descriptors the device driver’s open function is
recalled.
During the whole discovery process the shadow driver is handling all the
kernel’s requests to the driver. Depending on the situation the shadow driver
can respond in different ways:
1. Respond with previously recorded information,
2. Drop the request,
3. Queue the request,
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Figure 3.4: Overview of Minix 3’s system architecture.

4. Block until recovery has finished, or
5. Answer with -EBUSY or -EAGAIN.

3.1.3 Evaluation of LinuxSD
As LinuxSD is based on Nooks, which provides the failure isolation, the
two systems are behaving comparable in terms of failure recognition and
performance.
However, it showed out that LinuxSD was able to recover from most of
detected failures in an application transparent manner, whereby most of this
failures caused the system to crash on native Linux. In contrary although
Nooks was able to detect most of the failures, the system was malfunctioning
after recovering the failed driver. So the authors of LinuxSD showed that their
kernel extension is useful to improve Linux’ fault tolerance.

3.2 Minix 3
Whereas LinuxSD is based on a monolithic system, Minix 3 [19, 35] is a
microkernel-based operating system, designed with focus on robustness
requirements. During the examination of Minix I concentrated on the selfhealing ability of this system. First, I present an overview about the overall
system architecture of Minix, after which I explain Minix’ self-healing mechanism.
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3.2.1 Minix 3 System Architecture
As mentioned before, Minix 3 is microkernel based operating system on top
of which run userlevel device drivers and system servers providing a POSIX
interface to applications. Figure 3.4 illustrates this architecture. Minix’ system
architecture can be divided in 4 layers: the (1) kernel layer, (2) the driver layer,
(3) the server layer and (4) the application layer, which are described below.
Kernel Layer
In the kernel layer the microkernel and two processes are running. The first
process is the only device driver running in kernel mode, the clock driver.
Because of the tight coupling with scheduling, which is done inside the kernel,
the authors decided to keep this driver running in privileged mode for the
benefit of higher performance.
The second process running in kernel mode is the system task. This process
is implementing the kernel call interface. Kernel calls are system calls to the
microkernel and are named this way to ease the distinction from POSIX
system calls.
Device Driver Layer
Minix device drivers are user processes, running in separate address spaces.
They are communicating with the system task using IPC and the kernel call
interface. To support device driver functionality the system task offers special
kernel calls for accessing IO-ports, attaching to IRQs, etc.
System Server Layer
In the system layer, the operating system servers reside. These servers provide the actual POSIX functionality to applications. There are mainly two
important servers, for offering this functionality, which are the file server and
the process server. Beyond these two servers there exist further servers, for
example the data store and the reincarnation server, which together provide
Minix’ self-healing capabilities.
File server The file server offers access to the file system and implements
POSIX system calls like open/close and read/write.
Process Server The process server manages processes. This includes the
creation of processes and process IDs, and tracking the system’s process
hierarchy. Further, the process server is responsible for delivering
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POSIX signals to processes and also contains the memory manager
responsible for allocation and deallocation of memory.
Reincarnation Server The reincarnation server is monitoring all servers
of the driver layer and system server layer. If the reincarnation server
notices a failure of a server, it will restart the failed server.
Data Store The data store is a small database with publish/subscribe functionality providing two functionalities. First, this server is used as the
system’s name server, providing a way to find communication partners
and second, as persistent storage for the internal state of servers.

3.2.2 Self Healing
As mentioned before, the reincarnation server is the base component required
for Minix’ ability to recover from a component failure. In this section, I
describe the process from the recognition of a failure to restarting the failed
component.
Fault Recognition
There are several ways for the reincarnation server to get notice of a failed
component. First, as the reincarnation server is the parent of all other servers,
it will be informed of the server’s termination by the POSIX signal SIGCHLD.
Second, the reincarnation server requests heartbeat messages of other servers.
In case of an absence of a response the reincarnation server will assume a
server failure. Further, other processes may inform the reincarnation server
of abnormal behavior of servers and a restart of a failed component may also
be triggered from user-land applications.
Recovery from Failures
After recognition of a failure the reincarnation server will restart the failed
component. After restarting the failed component, the reincarnation server
publishes the new address of the restarted server to the data store. The data
store will then forward this new address to all servers that have subscribed to
the name of the failed component.
As the description of the restarting progress reveals, restarting in Minix is
stateless. However, with the file system server the infrastructure for stateful
restarts is given.
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Limitations
Minix’ failure resilience is limited by the dependency on the reincarnation
server, the data store and the file system server. The first two servers are
involved in the recovery process and the last one is required to reload the
binary.
Further, a simple restart of the file system server is not enough, because
the server’s state will be lost after restart. The problem of restarting the file
system server was solved by Veerman [37]. Thereby the state of the file system
server is held in a shared memory region, which will survive software failures.
A copy of the binary is stored by the reincarnation server, so the binary of
the file system server has not to be read again from disk. After restart, the file
system attaches the shared memory region again and verifies the state using
checksums. However, restart fails if the state is corrupt.

3.2.3 Evaluation of Minix 3
The microkernel approach used by Minix offers effective fault containment.
By running device drivers as user processes, a failure of a device driver cannot
lead to data corruption of other processes.
Further, the authors of Minix showed that it is possible to recover from
server failures by restarting them. As an example, they recovered from a
failed network card driver, while a download using wget was not interrupted.
The possibility of stateful server restart was demonstrated by Veerman, but
until now Minix 3 lacks an infrastructure for applications to make use of this
stateful restart in a comfortable manner.
It’s hard make propositions on Minix’ performance because there were
no benchmarks done by its authors, comparing Minix with other systems.
However, the authors compared Minix 3 with its predecessor Minix 2 and
it showed that the microkernel based design of Minix 3 introduced 10 %
overhead compared to the monolithic Minix 2.

3.3 CuriOS
CuriOS [12] is an operating system that not just offers fault resilience, but also
an improved mechanism for protecting against error propagation, isolating
client related state in Server State Regions (SSRs). It is based on Choices [8]
and can be classified as microkernel-based operating system.
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Figure 3.5: Illustration of server state regions in CuriOS. Client 2 is calling
a protected method so the SSR belonging to client 2 is mapped
writable.

3.3.1 System Architecture
CuriOS runs on top of the CuiK kernel, which offers IRQ-dispatching, context
switching and threads. In the same address space, but protected through
segmentation and with own stack and heap, run protected objects. These
protected objects offer operating system services. Thus they play the same
role as operating system servers in traditional microkernel operating systems
and will be called server objects here.
Calls to server objects, called protected method calls, are wrapped. The
wrappers are similar to the wrappers in Nooks. They take care of switching
to the private stack and changing the protection domain.
Server State Regions
A specific feature of CuriOS are Server State Regions (SSRs). These SSRs hold
client-specific state and are managed by the SSR manager.
They are created during the first call to a server object and are not accessible
to the client.
In order to prevent failure propagation over several client states, the server
object only gains write access to the SSRs of the clients currently performing
a protected method call to that object. After the protected method returns,
write access to the SSR is revoked.
The use of SSRs results in a solution, in which, in case of server failure,
only the states related to clients currently interacting with the server may be
corrupted. However, it is still possible that an undetected error may propagate
into other client-related states, when the server holds a global state that can
be corrupted.
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3.3.2 Recovery in CuriOS
Failures in server objects are recognized using C++ exceptions. Whenever
an exception is raised in a server object, e.g. because of an illegal instruction
or illegal memory access, and this exception is not handled by the object
itself, the exception is forwarded to the protected method call wrapper. The
wrapper will then destroy and recreate the object. After the re-instantiation
of the server object, a recovery method will be called, which each protected
object has to implement. In this recovery method the server object has to
gather all of its SSRs and reconstruct its local state from them.
It is possible that several SSRs, namely all SSRs of clients that were interacting with the server object, were corrupted. In order to detect these
inconsistent SSRs, the server object uses magic numbers and checks if the
data in the SSRs is in a consistent state.
During recovery the whole system is suspended and when performing
recovery a retry mechanism in the protected method wrappers will again
send the request to the server object. If the recovery fails several times, an
exception is raised at the component using the server object.

3.3.3 Evaluation of CuriOS
CuriOS offers a good way of protecting against failure propagation. As only
the SSRs of clients, which are currently calling a protected method are mapped
at server objects, only these SSRs can be corrupted. The SSRs are also providing persistent server state.
Fault Recovery
In experiments CuriOS’ authors injected two kinds of faults into CuriOS’
server objects. First, they injected memory access faults. CuriOS was able to
detect and recover from all of these faults. Further, they injected bit flips in
register operands of several instructions. The faults were not leading to an
error in 100 % of the injections: 5–13 % of the fault injections did not lead to
an observable error. In the rest of the cases CuriOS was able to recover.
In an experiment testing the timer manager’s reliability, 6 % of the injected
bit-flip faults led to a malfunction of the whole system. The authors claim
that this happens due to error propagation into the rest of the system and
propose to check the arguments and the results of protected method against
soundness rules to minimize this problem.
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Performance
The interesting point when examining the CuriOS’ performance is how much
performance overhead is introduced due to the SSR mechanism. The authors
of CuriOS measured a performance overhead of about factor three for an
protected method call when SSRs are used.

3.4 Conclusion
Table 3.1 shows a comparison of the systems presented in this chapter. Each
of them provides three core-features:
Fault Containment The effect of crashed components is reduced in all three
introduced systems. In CuriOS and LinuxSD OS services run in a
protected environment. Minix implements OS functionally in userlevel servers running in dedicated address spaces. This address space
separation also offers effective fault containment
Reintegration After restart, failed components are accessible again in all
three solutions. In LinuxSD, the kernel objects representing devices
are still at the same address. Also in CuriOS the protected objects’
addresses are not changed during recovery. Minix in contrary uses a
global name service with publish/subscribe functionality to reintegrate
restarted OS servers into the system.
Persistence to a certain degree, the three presented systems offer persistence
for applications. LinuxSD uses shadow drivers to track and restore the
state of device drivers and CuriOS uses server state regions to store the
state of protected objects. Minix offers a data store, but this data store
has to be used explicitly by the servers.
Only two of the presented works offer true client transparency which are LinuxSD and CuriOS. In Minix 3, queries to server that are currently recovered
will fail. Full transparency is achieved at the costs of higher complexity.

3.4.1 Consequences for L4ReAnimator
The three core features, fault-containment, reintegration and persistence
should be also present in the framework presented in this work. Also transparency is a desirable goal, but as I will show in later it is necessary to find a
acceptable trade-off between complexity and transparency.
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LinuxSD

Minix 3

Fault Containment

Memory
Protection

Processes

Reintegration

Same addresses
of data structures

Global names
Publish/subscribe

State (re-)stored
by shadow driver
Yes

(partially)
Data store
No

Persistence
Client Transparency

CuriOS
Memory
Protection and
SSRs
Protected object
restored at same
address
SSRs
Yes

Table 3.1: Comparison of the three systems presented in this chapter.

CuriOS offers with SSRs a nice protection against fault propagation through
client states. However, for that purpose also other techniques, like guard pages
are possible. Although this would not make cross state corruption impossible,
it would be more unlikely.
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In this chapter I present the design of L4ReAnimator, a framework for transparent restart of failed components for L4Re. First, I present the design goals
for my work, after which I present how L4ReAnimator restarts failed components. Further, I show how restarted components are reintegrated into the
system and present a capability fault mechanism, used for this reintegration.
In the last part of this chapter, I describe a checkpoint/restore solution for
L4Re.

4.1 Design Goals
Before I discuss the design of the L4Reanimator framework, I present
the design goals that have been taken into account during the design of
L4ReAnimator.
L4Reanimator strives to be a framework for transparent restarting of failed
operating system components.
Although a fault recognition system is desirable, e.g to prevent error propagation by restarting/replacing the faulty component as soon as possible,
this will not be part of this work. However, the framework shall be easy to
combine with a fault recognition system.
Nooks achieved full transparency with a complex mechanism synchronizing objects in kernel space and inside the LKPDs. Minix in contrary does
not offer full transparency which keeps complexity low. In this work I strive
for good trade-off between complexity and transparency. Adding complexity
to the kernel should be avoided, or at least, the added complexity should be
minimal.
During normal system operation the overhead of the framework shall be
negligible. However, during the recovering process, I consider performance
as a secondary goal, assuming that a user prefers a system that is unresponsive
certain amount of time over an unusable system.
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Listing 4.1: Simple loader config file starting a hello-world sample.
1
2
3

[ config ]

4
5
6
7
8
9

[ namespace : hello ]
rom = rom ;

dbg = info ;

rom / ex_hello
ns = ns / hello ;
log = logger - > open (" hello " , red );

4.2 Restarting Failed Applications
In this section I point out the necessary steps for restarting failed components.
These steps include adaptions to the component that is responsible for loading
applications. I first describe the unmodified loading mechanism. Thereafter,
I present strategies to determine if a restart of a component is necessary. In
the last part of this sub-section I describe, which modifications to the current
loading mechanism are necessary.

4.2.1 Starting L4Re Applications
L4Re applications are started by a dedicated component, called loader. The
loader is configured using config files that describe which tasks should be
started. These config files contain descriptions of name spaces, the command
line that should be used to start a certain task, and the local name space
of this task. In Listing 4.1 we can see a simple config file. In line two, the
debugging level of the loader is defined, lines four and five define a name
space called »hello« only containing one entry for the ROM file system. The
rom file-system is a read-only file system containing all modules loaded by
the boot loader. Line seven contains the command line for the hello task.
After this, other attributes of the task are defined. In our example the name
space of the task is set to hello and a new log object is created, using the the
log object of the loader, adding the prefix »hello«.
When starting an application, the loader first creates the name spaces
defined in the config file. If the application’s name space is incomplete the
loader defers the start of this task until the name space is complete. This can
be the case if an entry in one name space is linked to a another name, under
which another application will later register a service.
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The loader creates the application by creating a task, the initial L4Re-kernel
thread, including its stack and an initial region map. The command line
defined in the config file is pushed on the L4Re-kernel’s stack. Then the
loader creates the new application’s L4Re environment and maps it to the new
application’s capability space. After this setup procedure, the loader starts the
new application. The loader does this by setting the stack and instruction
pointer of the L4Re-kernel thread and instructs the scheduler to run the L4Re
kernel thread.

4.2.2 When to Restart
It is important to know, in which cases a restart of an application should
occur. In this section, I discuss some strategies, used to decide if a application
should be restarted.
On Crashes
On termination of a task a signal is send to the loader in the exit routine of the
failed task including a return value similar to sending a SIGCHLD signal in
POSIX, as it is used in Minix 3. When receiving such a signal, the loader may
evaluate the return value and decide if the application should be restarted.
If the application is no more able to send this signal, for example in case of
an unresolved page fault, the signal can be sent by the L4Re kernel. This is
possible because the L4Re kernel is the application’s pager. So a good starting
point seems to restart tasks on abnormal termination.
Further it is possible to introduce heartbeat messages between the loader
and its child, similar to Minix 3’s mechanism. In case of the the absence of
heartbeat messages the loader then has to terminate its child and restart it.
On Malfunction
Not every failure leads to a crash of the affected component. It is possible that
an application will accidentally stay in an infinite loop. As the L4Re-kernel
and the application (in the common case) run in the same address space, an
application may override the L4Re kernels application code. Then it might
be possible for an application to crash without the possibility to inform its
parent, i.e. the loader.
Here, I shortly discuss two possible solutions to this problem. First, it would
be possible to introduce a blaming mechanism, that allows applications that
depend on a service of a malfunctioning component to inform the system
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that the process is not acting as expected. If enough trusted applications
blame one component the system can react. This mechanism is also used in
Minix 3.
Further, runtime integrity checks of the child’s code can be used like described in section 2.2.2. Using this mechanism, a component, e.g. the loader,
periodically checks the applications code for unexpected modifications. This
can be done by using checksums. If the check-sum of the applications code
does not match the expected value, the application can be restarted using
the original binaries. However it has to be assured, that the application is
not able to execute code outside its code segment. This can be achieved
by using hardware architectures providing a flag to mark memory pages as
not-executable.
Of course it should also be possible for the user or other subsystems, that
may have identified a malfunctioning component, to manually trigger the
recovery procedure for that component. For this purpose the loader has to
offer an interface that allows to trigger the restart of an application.
However, this work just aims to lay the foundation for a robust system and
I limit the restarting of applications to their abnormal termination. Nevertheless the system can be easily extended to include the discussed mechanisms.

4.2.3 How to Restart
When an application is restarted, first the resources this application used, need
to be freed. This can be done by unmapping the application’s task capability.
As the loader is the creator of the task capability the kernel will destroy this
task object, and with it, all objects allocated by this task.
The application’s local name space may remain. After that the config-file
has to be re-parsed to reload the parameters of the task. Then the start-up
procedure as described in section 4.2.1 is repeated.
It is desirable that not every application that terminates abnormally is
restarted. In order to prevent unwanted restarting, a l4reanimator option
is added to the loader config file, which can have three values:
normal

In this case the application will not be restarted on abnormal
termination.

stateless This setting means that the application should be restarted in
case of abnormal termination.
And for completeness:
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checkpointed In this case the application will not be restarted and will be
set up to use checkpointing as described in section 4.5.

4.3 Retaining Access to Restarted Applications
After an L4Re server is restarted, all kernel objects created by this task are
destroyed by the kernel. This means that whenever an L4Re server has created an IPC-gate, which was mapped to another task, this IPC gate will be
destroyed and the mapping deleted. Thus after the restart all communication channels are lost and the restarted component is not accessible by other
components. In this section I present a mechanisms that helps to re-establish
these lost communication channels.

4.3.1 Initial Situation
In figure 4.1 we can see a typical L4Re scenario including two loaders. The two
loader instances are necessary as the loader is also the page-fault handler for
its child’s L4Re-kernel. Because the loader is single threaded for complexity
reasons, this would lead to a deadlock when the L4Re-kernel is page-faulting
during the loader is waiting for an answer on a session open call of the pagefaulting application. The loader in this case is not able to handle the page
fault because it is waiting for the application to response.
This can be mitigated by running an own thread inside the loader for each
child, how it is done by the Genode operating system framework [2]. However,
in the current design a second loader is needed to open the session for the
client.
The start-up of the L4Re sample scenario is as follows:
1. The first loader starts the server, which will create an L4Re service object
represented by IPC gate 1. This IPC gate is mapped to the capability
index B in the server’s capability space.
2. The server registers its service in its local name space, which is managed
by the loader. Thereby IPC gate 1 is mapped to the capability space of
the first loader at the capability index C. This will make the name-space
of the second loader complete.
3. As now the name-space of the second loader is complete, the second
loader is started by the first loader.
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(a) Loader 1 is starting the server,
which creates IPC_gate_1 (1),
the server registers at its service (2). loader 2 is started by
loader 1 (3), loader 2 queries
service of server (4).

(b) Loader 2 is opening a session
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Figure 4.1: A typical L4Re scenario. Dashed lines represent mappings of
capabilities.
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service in its local name space.

Figure 4.2: Situation before and after restart.

4. The second loader asks its local name-space for the service object of
the server. As result the service object of the server will be mapped
into the capability space of the second loader at capability index B.
5. In order to complete the name-space of the client, the second loader
will open a session of the service by invoking the capability mapped at
capability index B. This invocation will be answered by the server by
creating another IPC gate identifying the session (mapped at capability
index D) and mapping this capability to the second loader.
6. Now the client is started by the second loader.
7. As seventh step, the client will ask for the session represented in its
name-space by a given name and thus will get the capability representing the session mapped (IPC gate 2) by the second loader.
8. Finally this capability can be used by the client for direct communication with the server.

4.3.2 Situation After Restart
Assuming the server was terminated for some reason, the scenario of figure
4.1 will change to the one represented in figure 4.2a. The kernel objects created
by the server are destroyed and all mappings are revoked. When a capability is
unmapped in one task’s capability space, the capability will also be unmapped
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at all other tasks that had received a mapping of this capability from this task.
Further, when a capability is unmapped by the creator of the kernel object,
represented by this capability, the kernel will destroy this kernel object.
After restart (figure 4.2b) the server will recreate the service object and
register its service at the first loader. However, the session and the mapping
of the service object at the second server are lost.

4.3.3 Transparent Recovery of Lost Communication
Channels
As shown in the previous section, it is necessary to the reestablish the communication channel between client and server. In this section I describe
mechanisms that allows to recover lost communication channels while offering full transparency.
For this purpose two approaches are considerable. The first approach is
using a proxy, to avoid unmapping of capabilities at the client. The second
approach is to introduce a kernel mechanism helping to retain the communication, when a component is restarted.
Transparent Recovering by Delegating IPC Calls
The idea of this mechanism is to proxy all communication between server and
client through a third party. The proxy has to create an IPC-gate representing
each kernel object the client interacts with. So when the creator of a kernel
object disappears, the IPC-Gates representing those kernel objects will stay
mapped at the client.
However this approach has several disadvantages:
• First the problem of re-establishing the communication channel is still
present. It has just moved from the client to the proxy.
• Further, there will be two additional context switches during every IPC.
Because an IPC will first goes to the proxy and then is redirected to the
server these two additional context switches will have a negative effect
on the performance.
• It might be necessary for the proxy to introspect the IPC between the
client and the server in order to know when a capability was mapped
or unmapped. This will also influence the overall performance of the
communication between client and server in a negative way.
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Kernel Mechanism
Further, it is thinkable to use a kernel mechanism to recover lost capabilities.
Such a mechanism could offer persistent kernel objects, that survive the
termination of their creator. However, such a mechanism is likely to be
complex and thus contradicts the design goals of L4ReAnimator.
Further, a restarted component will not know about the communication
channels that were used before the restart of the components, as its state is
lost. The developers of CuriOS showed that such a mechanism is feasible, but
as I will show in section 4.4 this mechanism would require changes in the
whole architecture of L4Re.
Conclusion
The proxying mechanism does not solve the problem of getting capabilities
back and further will lead to a noticeable performance degradation and a
kernel mechanism will increase the complexity of the kernel, contradicting
the design goals of L4ReAnimator. In the next chapter I show that abandoning
full transparency will lead to a design that keeps complexity low without a
significant performance degradation.

4.3.4 Semi-Transparent Recovery
In this section I present a mechanism that semi-transparently recovers lost
communication channels. Semi-transparent recovery here means that an
application using a service will not notice that the server was restarted. The
library abstracting the access to a service in contrary has to help reestablishing
the communication channel. I show that the complexity that has to be added
to the client-library of a service is rather small.
The central idea is that the client knows where a capability came from.
This information can be stored and used in the recovery case to re-obtain the
capability.
Capability Faults
There are two ways for an application to recognize that there is no capability
mapped to a certain capability index. First, the application may proactively
check if a capability is mapped to the capability index. This can be done by
performing an IPC call to the task object with a special protocol-tag and
the capability index as argument. The return value of the IPC call contains
information about the mapping state of this index.
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Second, the application may just use capability behind a certain index in
normal fashion. If there is no capability mapped will fail. This is from now
on called a capability fault (CF).
Capability Fault Handlers
For handling these capability faults, my design introduces capability fault
handlers (CF-handler). A capability fault handler is an object that stores all
necessary information for re-obtaining a capability. If recovery fails, the
CF-handler will retry the recovery a certain number of times.
CF-handlers are stored in a capability registry (CR). The CR is a storage for
information on a specific capability index, such as CF-handlers. However,
the CR can also be valuable for other tasks, e.g. garbage collection of user
level objects.
There exist several types of CF-handlers, as they have to be implemented
for each service that returns capabilities in response to a request, e.g. the
name service. In order to support semi-transparent recovery, this service’s
client library has to be extended. This extension includes the instantiation of
a CF-handler for returned capabilities and storing this CF-handler in the CR.
Capability Fault Handler Invocation
CF-handlers are called whenever a capability fault occurs. This is done by
wrapping the invoke system call and interpreting its return value. In case
the invoke system call fails because of a not-mapped capability, the system
call returns L4_IPC_ENOT_EXISTENT, and the CF-handler is called.
Further, an application has to ensure that a capability is still mapped in
its own capability space when another application requests it. To achieve
this, the application can proactively check if the corresponding capability
is still mapped before mapping it to the other application. However, as the
application has to create a flex-page describing the capability that should be
mapped, the checking can also take place automatically during the creation
of this flex-page.
When all applications implement this policy the CF mechanism will propagate recursively down to the origin of the capability. This is comparable to
page-fault handling in recursive address spaces.
Example
Looking back at the example from section 4.3.2 two CF-handler types are
necessary: One to recover capabilities gained by name queries (names–CF-
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Figure 4.3: Illustration of the capability fault mechanism.

handler) and one for capabilities gained by opening service sessions (service–
CF-handler).
A names–CF-handler stores the name that was used during the name
service query and will repeat the query if it is invoked, whereas a service–CFhandler stores the capability index of the service object and the arguments
used to open the session.
In figures 4.3 we can see the process of recovering lost capabilities. The loss
of the capability will be recognized, when the client tries to invoke the lost
capability (at index B) the first time after the restart of the server.
1. Now the names-CF-handler of the client is invoked and re-queries its
name space for the session object.
2. The name-service implemented by the second loader, checks if the
session capability is still present in its own capability space (at index C),
and because this is not the case, it invokes the CF-handler for capability
index C. This CF-handler in turn is a service–CF-handler which tries
to open a session of the service object at capability index B.
3. As this invocation fails, the CF-handler of capability index B is invoked.
This CF-handler is a names–CF-handler and will query the first loader
for the service object.
4. This query now can be answered by the first loader, because the server
has again registered its service at the first loader.
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5. Now, as the service object is again mapped to the second loader at
index B, the service-CF-handler can finish its request and re-open a
session. The server will recreate a session (IPC gate 2) and this session
is mapped to the second loader at index C.
6. Now the name query of the client’s names-CF-handler can be answered
and the client can again communicate with the server.
Limitations of Capability Fault Handling
Capability fault handling also has some drawbacks, which I discuss in this
section. First, it is not possible to recover capabilities for which no CF-handler
is implemented. The service developer has to implement an additional component, i.e. create the CF-handlers for his service. However, as I show in
section 6.1.1 these CF-handlers are rather small and this additional effort is
negligible.
Further, recovering capabilities belonging to the L4Re environment is
problematic. For some capabilities, like the name service, recovery would be
possible by asking the applications parent to map the name service capability
again to the application. However, if the parent capability is lost too, there is
no one to ask for this capability. A pager capability can indeed by requested
at the parent, but a page fault occurring during the recovery mechanism
can not be handled. To forgo this issue, the use of pinned memory for the
CF-handler is imaginable. Anyhow, it is questionable whether it is reasonable
to recover from such serious faults or if it would not be better to restart the
whole affected subsystem.

4.4 Server State Regions for L4Re
For offering persistence for L4Re servers a mechanism like the SSRs of CuriOS
is thinkable. In this section, I outline how this mechanism can be realized in
TUD:OS. As described in section 3.3.1, the benefit of server state regions is
that only the client-related server states of clients currently interacting with
the server can be corrupted.
Because in the common case the client should not be able to read or even
write its server-side state, the memory for the SSR may not come from the
client. Also if the client grants a page to the server, it is possible that it just
granted a second mapping of the page, and still has full access to the first
mapping. So a third instance is needed to manage the memory for SSRs.
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This third instance can be a proxy, that also initiates a session to a server.
When the session is initiated by the proxy, it may allocate the memory for
the SSRs and whenever the client makes a request, the SSR can be mapped
writable to the server’s address space. The proxy would have the same role as
the server state manager in CuriOS.
The SSR may be allocated from an allocator object the client previously
has given to the proxy, so that the memory is accounted to the client. The
server has to check that the allocator is trustworthy, for example by asking its
parent to affirm the trustworthiness of the allocator object. If the parent task
cannot confirm the trustworthiness of the allocator it has to call his parent,
and soon, until the first parent can confirm the trustworthiness or the root of
the subsystem is reached. This way it can be verified that the allocator came
from a trusted sub-tree in the task hierarchy.
Although it is possible to implement a mechanism offering SSRs for L4Re,
all L4Re servers would have to be adapted to use this technique. Because these
adaptions are too big to be done in this work and the proxying mechanism
would introduce a considerable performance overhead, I chose checkpointing
over SSRs to offer persistence to L4Re applications.

4.5 Checkpoint/Restore for L4Re
Checkpointing is a mechanism that allows to store the whole state of a running
application. This checkpoint can later be used to restore the application’s state
to the state when the checkpoint was taken. Thus, checkpointing can be used
to create failure-tolerant systems.
Checkpointing can also be useful for other use cases. It can be used to
implement suspend/resume functionality. Further, Gao et al. [17] use checkpointing and replay in order to generate run time patches to prevent a bug,
causing an application crash, to reoccur. Carlyle et al. [9] proposed to store
the application state on a non-volatile memory in order to accelerate the
restart of an application.
Plank [27] proposes the categorization of checkpointing solutions into
(1) OS-Checkpointing, (2) transparent user-level checkpointing and (3) nontransparent user-level checkpointing.
Using OS level checkpointing the operating system will take the checkpoint.
This process is transparent for the applications running on the OS. Examples
for this approach are EROS [30] and Zap.
Eros takes periodic checkpoints of its whole system state, which is then
written to disk. However, in most cases it is enough, to checkpoint only
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several subsystems of a system, as not all OS components are stateful. Laadan
et al. [23] have demonstrated with ZAP a checkpointing solution that is able
to transparently checkpoint and restart multiple processes on a Linux kernel.
Transparent user-lever checkpointing means that the state is stored by the
application itself, which is done transparently by a library linked to the application. An example for this technique is libcktp [28].
An application using non-transparent user-lever checkpointing, will proactively use mechanisms offered by the checkpointing solution to store its
application state.
Skoglund et al. [31] proposed a checkpointing mechanism for L4. Their
proposal introduced a dedicated checkpointing server that acts as a pager for
the rest of the system. The system is divided in transient tasks and persistent
tasks. Transient tasks are device drivers, as those are not checkpointable,
and the checkpoint server itself. The checkpoint server also holds the thread
control blocks (TCBs) of the persistent tasks. These TCBs are mapped to the
kernel and periodically copied to a persistent storage (e.g. hard disk).
The checkpoint server is the pager for all physical memory and takes a
consistent copy by revoking write access in all other address spaces during
the checkpoint is taken. The page faults of task trying to write to the memory
are handled after taking the checkpoint.
However, holding TCBs outside the kernel requires total trust in the checkpoint server. A more decentralized solution is desirable.
Because of the lower complexity of a user-land solution I decided to implement a transparent user-level checkpointing solution for L4Re.

4.5.1 Application State in L4Re
First it must be clarified what belongs to the state of an L4Re application.
Further, it is necessary to know which parts of this state have to be stored
in order to be able to recover this state later. These two problems will be
discussed in this section.
An application’s state is represented by the following:
Memory All mapped dataspaces as well as the address space layout of the
checkpointed application belong to the applications state. This includes
the stack, the heap and the BSS. Also shared memory regions have to
be counted to an applications state, but they only have to be stored
when the checkpointed task was the creator.
Threads Further, the number of threads and their execution context belongs
to the state that has to be stored when taking a checkpoint.
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Capabilities At this point one has to distinguish between the capabilities
the task created itself and those it got mapped by other applications.
Acquired Capabilities The initial set of capabilities, i.e. the L4Re
environment has to be recreated by the restoring instance. Dataspaces obtained by the allocator are implicitly stored when memory
is stored. All other capabilities can be restored by the capability
fault mechanism described in section 4.3.4.
Created Capabilities Capabilities created by the application itself
can also be restored using the capability fault mechanism, whereas
CF-handlers have to be written for capabilities obtained from the
factory.

4.5.2 Checkpoint Process
In this section I will describe the process of taking a checkpoint for a single
application.
The address-space layout of the application is stored by the L4Re-kernel
in form of a region map. Even though the L4Re kernel and the application
run in the same address space, the application itself does not know about the
memory location of the region map, and should not be accessed by application
threads. For this reason, it seems practicable to instruct the L4Re kernel to
store the address-space layout.
The application’s memory that should be stored in contrary is known to the
application. Indeed, the L4Re kernel knows about all mapped dataspaces as
they are part of the region map, but it does not know which dataspaces have
to be stored when a checkpoint is taken. In case the dataspace contains I/Omemory or shared memory created by another application, this dataspace
does not have to be stored. Also dataspaces containing files do not have to be
stored.
The dataspaces that have to be stored in the common case are the ones
that are received through allocator objects and the writable segments of the
binary.
Possible solutions are to explicitly inform the L4Re kernel which dataspaces
to store, let the L4Re proxy calls to the allocator to keep track of all allocated
dataspaces, or let the application store the dataspaces itself.
The same situation exists for threads. The application itself has knowledge
about its threads, so the thread state can be stored can be stored by the
application. If the serialization of the thread state should take place in the
L4Re kernel, the threads have to be previously registered at the L4Re kernel.
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Figure 4.4: Illustration of partitioned checkpointing: (1) Clients register at
checkpointing library, (2) checkpointer thread initiates a checkpoint, (3) L4Re kernel takes snapshot of memory a (4) sends a
response to checkpointer thread. Finally, (5) Checkpointer thread
stores thread state.

Further, the L4Re kernel thread may proxy calls to a factory to get knowledge
about the creation of new threads.
For capabilities, the capability registry can be used. The information necessary to restore them is available in form of CF-handlers, which will be invoked
lazily when the capability is the first time used after a checkpoint restore. This
information is part of the memory checkpoint and thus already stored.
In the the next two sections, I discuss two possible solutions, for the question where the checkpointing process should take place. The first one is to
partition the checkpoint process over the L4Re kernel and the application.
The second one is to let the L4Re kernel perform the whole checkpointing
process.
Partitioned Checkpointing
Using partitioned checkpointing a library has to be linked to the application
that keeps track of all existing threads in the application. This method is
illustrated in Figure 4.4. The threads have to register at this library (1), which
has to be done during the creation of the thread, An extra thread, created by
the library, periodically initiates the checkpointing process and serialize the
thread states.
The L4Re kernel in contrary is responsible for storing the address space
layout and the data spaces and has to offer a way to register dataspaces that
should be stored when taking a checkpoint.
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The actual procedure to take a checkpoint is:
• The checkpointer thread stops all threads.
• The checkpointer thread sends an IPC to the L4Re kernel that it should
store the dataspace and address space layout (2).
• L4Re kernel sends a serialized version of the region map and a copy of
all dataspaces that have to be stored at a storage server (3).
• The L4Re kernel signals the checkpointer thread via IPC that storage
process finished (4).
• Finally, the checkpointer thread copies the thread state of the application threads and then lets the threads continue. The gathered thread
state is also stored at the storage server (5).
L4Re Kernel Only Checkpointing
If the checkpointing process should take place solely in the L4Re kernel, the
L4Re kernel not only has to know all dataspaces that have to be stored, but
also needs knowledge about all threads.
The L4Re kernel can keep track of all dataspaces the client allocates by
proxying calls to the applications allocator. This is not possible if the application uses multiple allocators. The L4Re kernel could also keep track of the
creation of threads by proxying calls to the factory of the application. As the
L4Re kernel also needs the address of the thread’s UTCB it is also necessary
to proxy calls to the thread objects, in order to get knowledge of the UTBC’s
address when the thread is bound to it.
The checkpointing process itself would be very similar to the one described
above, except that the L4Re kernel is responsible to stop the threads, gather
the threads’ state and to let the threads continue.

4.5.3 Restore Process
The restore process takes place in the L4Re kernel and is identical in both, the
partitioned and the L4Re kernel solution.
The L4Re kernel will be started by the loader as usual, but is signaled that
a checkpoint restoration should take place. If this is the case, the L4Re kernel
asks the storage server for the checkpoint and then
• Restores the address space layout, attaching all regions and reserved
areas stored in the checkpoint,
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Figure 4.5: Illustration of checkpointing whole subsystems. The dark components implement the checkpointing functionality described in
section 4.5.2. The loader instances are stateless.

• Maps all dataspace capabilities to the stored index and
• Recreates all threads and sets their state to the one stored in the checkpoint.
This process is described in more detail in the next chapter.

4.5.4 Checkpoint/Restore for Subsystems
As I have chosen user-level transparent checkpointing, only single applications can be checkpointed, at once. When multiple applications are to be
checkpointed, it has to be assured that state shared by the applications is in a
consistent state when a checkpoint is taken.
This can be achieved by adding the possibility to initiate the checkpoint
process from outside the application. The initiation of the checkpoint process
has to be two-staged. In the first phase all application threads are suspended
and in the second phase the actual checkpoint is taken.
This way, it is possible to recursively checkpoint a whole subsystem as
shown in figure 4.5. On the right side we can see a persistent subsystem,
which is checkpointed periodically. As loaders hold no state which has to
restored during a checkpoint restore, they don’t have to be checkpointed.
Tasks that are actually checkpointed are the dark ones.
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The checkpointing process is initiated by the loader in the lowest layer
of the subsystem, i.e. loader 3. First, this loader will stop all checkpointed
applications, which is done by sending an IPC to the tasks L4Re kernel.
If the task is a loader, it has to forward the request to its child’s. After all
threads are suspended, the loader starts the checkpoint process of its child
also by sending an IPC message to the applications L4Re kernel. Again, this
IPC will be forwarded to all other persistent tasks in the sub-tree. When
all children replied to the IPC the checkpoint process has finished and a
consistent checkpoint of a whole subsystem is taken.
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In this chapter, I describe the implementation process of L4ReAnimator and
elaborate problems that occurred during the implementation.
First, I explain how I reached link-time transparency and second, I describe the implementation of the capability registry and the capability fault
mechanism. In the last part of this this chapter I explain the implementation
of the checkpoint/restore mechanism, which is part of L4ReAnimator.

5.1 Link-Time Transparency
L4ReAnimator consists of three libraries, which can be linked to applications,
if the functionality of L4ReAnimator shall be used.
The first library contains the capability registry and a set of capability fault
handlers, covering most of L4Re’s services. The second library implements
the capability watching mechanism, as described in section 5.3.4, whereas the
third library supports checkpointing as described in section 5.4.
All libraries provide their functionality by linking them to the application.
This is done by declaring the init functions of these libraries as constructors,
which are invoked by the C-runtime before the main function of the binary
is called.
L4Re was modified to use L4ReAnimator, by placing L4ReAnimator calls
inside the L4Re libraries. All public functions of the L4ReAnimator libraries
are declared as weak symbols. The header files of the libraries contain wrappers that will first check for the existence of the libraries and then call the
actual library function. If L4Reanimator is not linked to the application, this
modifications do not have any functional effect. However, it is to expect that
a small performance degradation, caused by the checking for the existence of
L4ReAnimator, will occur.
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5.2 Capability Registry
As described in section 4.3.4, the application needs a place to store information
on capabilities, for which I created the Capability Registry (CR).
The CR is represented by the abstract C++ class cap_registry, offering
an interface for synchronized access to a hash table containing objects of
the type Cap_registry_entry. By inheriting from this class, specialized
registries are created, holding specific information. An example for a specialized version of the CR is the Capfault_handler_registry, holding objects
of the type Capfault_handler_entry which in contrast is derived from
Cap_registry_entry. This special CR is used for storing CF-handlers.

5.2.1 Creation of Capability Entries
The entries of the capability registry are instantiated whenever the application
allocates a new capability index. An L4Re application has to keep track
of used and unused indices. This functionality is offered by a small utility
library of L4Re including the functions cap_alloc and cap_free. A call
to cap_alloc returns a previously free capability index, whereas cap_free
frees the index.
For each call to cap_alloc, a new entry in the CR has to be created. This
is done via a method call to the CR. However, this approach introduced
difficulties when the application runs out of heap memory. In this case
the C-runtime will try to enlarge the heap by allocating new memory from
the applications allocator object. As the memory is returned in form of a
dataspace, a free capability index is needed for the dataspace capability, which
in turn will require a new CR-entry. In order to instantiate the CR-entry also
a memory allocation call to the C-runtime is necessary, which will again try
to enlarge the heap causing the application to run into an endless loop.
In my implementation, I solved this problem by the introduction of a
dedicated C++ memory allocator for L4ReAnimator. This allocator is used
to get the memory of CR-entries and always has enough memory for at least
one CR entry required to enlarge the heap of the application.

5.2.2 Synchronization and Initialization of the
Capability Registry
As multiple application threads may simultaneously look-up, create, or modify
CR entries, all accesses to the CR have to be synchronized. This synchroniza-
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tion is implemented by using a pthread mutex. A thread accessing the CR
has to acquire this mutex.
The init process of the CR takes place in a special function, which will
be called before the main function of the application. In this function the
allocator described in the previous section, and the CR itself are instantiated.
The mutex synchronizing access to the CR is also created here. The instance
of the CR is stored in a global variable, which is accessed by a static method
of the CR base class.

5.3 Capability Fault Handling
In this section, I describe how the CF-handling mechanism is realized in L4Re.
First, I show how CF-handlers are built and invoked, after which I describe
the implementation of selected capability fault handlers. In the last part of
this section I present problems that occurred during the implementation of
the capability fault mechanism and how I solved them.

5.3.1 Anatomy of a Capability Fault Handler
A CF handler is an object inheriting from the base class cap_fault_handler.
The base class implements the functionality that is common to all CF-handlers,
i.e. the number of retries, the period of retries and logging. Further, it is
necessary to store the content of UTCB, because recovering a capability
involves an IPC operation which will invalidate the content of the UTCB.
After the recovery of the CF-handler restores the UTCB.
When writing a new CF-handler, the virtual method specific_handle
has to be implemented. This method has to contain the functionality for
recovering a capability and returns a boolean value, specifying if the recovery
process was successful.
IPC Call Wrapping
As the CF-handling mechanism should be transparent for application developers, a mechanism had to be found to transparently handle capability
faults. This is done by checking the return value of the invoke system call.
This check has been added to the function l4_ipc_call. If the system call
is returning the error code L4_ENOT_EXISTENT L4ReAnimator will initiate
the capability fault handling. After the successful recovery of the invoked
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capability, L4ReAnimator repeats the system call. Thereby, the application
will not notice that a capability fault occurred.
Invoking a Capability Fault Handler
Capability fault handling is initiated by calling the C-wrapper function
handle_cap_fault, which takes a capability index as argument. This
function will look up the CF-handler registry object and call its method
handle_cap_fault. When this method is called, the registry looks up the
corresponding entry containing the CF-handler. The CF handler then is
invoked and tries to recover the capability.

5.3.2 Implemented Capability Fault Handlers
During this work, I implemented CF-handler for several L4Re services. Each
of them enables L4ReAnimator to recover capabilities that were mapped to
the application by the corresponding service. I describe four of them in this
subsection.
Names
All the names-CF-handler has to know to recover a capability, is the name
that was used to obtain the capability from the name service. The constructor
of the names–CF-handler takes the name as argument and stores a copy of
the name inside the handler.
In the specific_handle function the handler repeats the name query
with the given name. The handler is created by the name service library
whenever a name query succeeded and no CF-handler for the corresponding
capability index already existed.
On the server side a minor modification was necessary. The name server
was modified to check if a capability is still mapped in its own capability space
before mapping it to the client. If the capability is not mapped, it will initiate
the CF-handling for this capability.
Service
The service–CF-handler is able to recover capabilities that were obtained by
invoking the open call of a service object. This CF-handler has to store the
capability of the service object that is invoked, as well as the arguments used
to open the session. The arguments are represented by a byte array of a given
length. During the instantiation, the service–CF-handler stores the capability
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index of the server object and the arguments. The specific_handle method
of this handler repeats the open call to the session capability with the stored
arguments.
As this CF-handler relies on another capability it is an example for the
propagation of capability faults: If the invocation of the service capability fails
its CF-handler is initiated automatically as described in section 5.3.1.
Framebuffer
The framebuffer object provides a shared memory region represented in form
of a dataspace. The dataspace capability has to be recovered if the server
providing the framebuffer is restarted. The framebuffer CF-handler has to
store the capability index of the capability representing the framebuffer and
has to request the shared memory region again in its specific_handle
method.
Event
The event service uses two capabilities. The first capability is an IRQ to
notify the client about new events and second, a dataspace that holds the
events. This handler stores the capability index of the event object and in
its specific_handle method it has to re-query the IRQ and the dataspace
capability. A specialty here is, that the same CF-handler instance is registered
for two capability indices, because it cannot be determined, which capability
invocation leads to recovery.

5.3.3 Dataspaces vs. Memory Mappings
When a dataspace capability is unmapped, it seems logical that memory
mappings of this dataspace are also unmapped. but this is not the case. As
illustrated in figure 5.1 a dataspace is only the communication channel used to
get memory mappings. A loss of a dataspace only means that an application
has no possibility to request new mappings from the dataspace. This was
leading to problems during the recovery of a scenario involving framebuffers.
Scenario
While running an application using a virtual graphical console offered by
con, con was restarted. During the next invocation of the framebuffer object, which took place in order to redraw the framebuffer, the capability fault
mechanism successfully recovered the framebuffer capability. However, the
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A B C D E …

2
1a

3a

IPC-Gate

3b

Dataspace
Provider

1b

… A B C D E …

Figure 5.1: Dataspaces in L4Re: Task B (1a) allocates a dataspace at the dataspace provider, which creates an IPC gate representing the dataspace and (1b) maps the capability to this IPC gate to task B. The
dataspace capability is (2) mapped to task A by task B. When task
A (3) invokes the map operation on the dataspace, the memory is
mapped by the dataspace provider to task A.

system did not notice that the dataspace describing the framebuffers memory
was also lost. The old framebuffer memory was still mapped as the dataspace provider was not con and the application kept on drawing in the old
framebuffer’s memory.
Solution
The application has to be notified that the old framebuffer is not valid anymore.
One way to achieve this is to unmap the old framebuffer memory. Then the
next access to this memory would cause a page fault, which can be handled by
the L4ReAnimator framework, by recovering the dataspace capability. First,
I present mechanisms that can be used to unmap the old framebuffer from
the application’s address space and second, I describe how the resulting page
fault is handled by L4ReAnimator.
Garbage Collection
If a task is destroyed, it is desirable that all resources the task exclusively used
are freed. This also includes dataspaces that were allocated by the task at its
allocator. However, the dataspace provider does not necessarily know when
an application terminates and the resources used by this application can be
freed.
In L4Re garbage collection should be used to clean up resources. To support
this, the kernel offers a mechanism that allows a tasks to check if a certain
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capability is still mapped to other tasks. If this is not the case, it may clean
up the associated resources of this capability, i.e. in case of a dataspace,
unmap the memory at all other tasks. However, garbage collection is not yet
implemented in L4Re.
Watching Capabilities
Another possibility is to let the application itself unmap the memory. In order
to do this, the application has to notice when a dataspace capability is revoked.
In the case of revocation, all mappings received by this dataspace have to be
unmapped. This introduces two sub-problems: First, gain knowledge about
the revocation and second store all mappings of the dataspace in order to be
able to unmap them later.
The first problem is solved, introducing an extra thread, the capability
watcher thread. This thread periodically iterates over a list of watch objects
containing a capability index and an action method. For each object, the
watcher thread checks if there is still a capability mapped to the given index
and if not, calls the action method of the object.
The second problem is solved by creating special dataspace watch objects
storing all mappings of a dataspace. The dataspace–watch-objects are stored
in the capability registry and are created when the first mapping from a
dataspace occurs. Whenever a mapping takes place, this mapping will be
stored in the watch object. When the action method of a watch object is
called, all stored mappings are unmapped.
Further it would be possible to inform the L4Re kernel about the loss of a
dataspace. As the L4Re kernel already has the information about all mappings
of a dataspace in its region list, it could iterate over all regions, and remove
all mappings of the lost dataspace.
The capability watching mechanism is implemented as an additional library.
This library takes care of creating the watcher thread and the periodic checking
of capabilities.
Handling Page Faults
After making sure that memory originating from a revoked dataspace is
unmapped, the application will run into a page fault when it is trying to
access this memory the next time. Here, I describe how this page fault is
handled by L4ReAnimator.
As mentioned before the L4Re kernel is the pager of all other application
threads. The L4Re kernel has been modified in a way that it will translate a
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page fault into an exception, if for the page fault location a region is attached,
but the dataspace capability for this region is not mapped.
This exception is handled by a dedicated exception handler thread: The
exception handler receives the thread state of a faulting thread, including
the memory location where the page fault occurred, and then performs the
following steps:
1. Query the L4Re kernel for the index dataspace capability affiliated
with the page fault memory address. The L4Re kernel offers a look up
call, which takes a memory address as argument and, if a region exists
for this address, returns the dataspace’s capability index stored in that
region.
2. After getting this information the exception handler starts the capability
fault mechanism in order to get the dataspace capability mapped again.
3. It will now answer the exception IPC. The thread state of the faulting
thread is not modified.
As the thread state of the faulting thread is not modified, the thread will
trigger the same page fault, but now, as the dataspace capability is mapped
again, the L4Re kernel can resolve the page fault and the new dataspace’s
memory, i.e. the new framebuffer, is mapped into the application’s address
space.

5.3.4 Waking Up Waiting Threads
Another problem is that under certain circumstances a caller may not notice
that a callee disappeared during an IPC-call. An IPC call consists two steps:
First the caller performs a send to the callee and then waits for an reply.
When the callee disappears, e.g. because he crashed, during the caller is
waiting for the reply, the caller will wait for ever.
There are three possible solutions to forgo this problem, whereas two of
them are userlevel-only solutions and the third one requires a kernel patch.
First I present the two userlevel-only solution and then present the kernellevel solution.
Timeouts
The first solution is to use timeouts for each IPC operation. Using timeouts
the client will wait for a reply at most for the timeout duration. IPC operations
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that should not have a timeout have to be wrapped in multiple IPC operations
with timeout. If the timeout expires, because the callee is not there anymore,
the next try will fail and the capability fault mechanism can recover the
capability.
Watching Capabilities
The capability watching mechanism, described in section 5.3.3 can also be
used to solve this problem.
Before a thread performs an IPC-call, it has to inform the capability watcher
thread, with which capability the thread is currently interacting with. The
watcher thread will then periodically check if this capability is still mapped
and wake up the calling thread if necessary.
I implemented this functionality by adding a thread list to the capability
watcher library. This list contains a watch object for each thread, which
contains the capability’s index, the thread is currently interacting with and
the index of the thread’s capability.
A thread can access its entry by using a pointer in its Thread Local Storage
(TLS). This allows fast and asynchronous access to the watch objects when
the thread wants to set the capability index it is currently interacting with.
The watcher thread periodically iterates over the thread list and checks for
each entry if the capability at the stored index is still present and if not, it
wakes up the thread by performing an ex_regs call to the thread capability
stored in the list entry.
Kernel Modification
In the kernel this problem is solved by checking if the callee thread is still
holding a reply capability when it is destroyed. The reply capability is a
capability that is implicitly mapped during an IPC representing the caller
thread. If the reply capability is still mapped, the caller thread is woken up
and the IPC_CANCEL flag of this thread is set.
Summary
The kernel modification solves the problem described in this section and
should introduce no performance overhead. However, as the capability
watcher already exists for dataspaces, I also extended this mechanism to
watch threads. As with capability watching a solution already exists that is
completely implemented in the user-land I did not implement the timeout
solution.
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5.4 Checkpointing
In this section I describe the implementation of the checkpoint/restore mechanism included in L4ReAnimator. First, I present the dsstorage, a small server
offering a way to store dataspaces and then explain how a checkpoint is structured. Thereafter I describe how a checkpoint is taken and how the restore
mechanism works.

5.4.1 Dataspace Storage
As TUD:OS does not contain a writable file system at the point of this writing,
a facility is needed to store data persistently. For this reason, I implemented
the dsstorage server, which stores copies of dataspaces under human-readable
names. The interface offered by the dsstorage is the following:
store

Stores a dataspace under a given name. The dataspace will be
stored in a copy-on-write fashion. The call will return a failure
if the name is already used.

get

Returns a copy of the dataspace previously stored under a certain
name.

link

Creates an entry for a given name pointing to an entry of another
name. This call can be compared to the creation of symbolic
links in a file system.

del

Deletes an entry for a given name.

5.4.2 Structure of a Checkpoint
A checkpoint consists of multiple dataspaces, which are stored at the dsstorage.
These dataspaces include:
The checkpoint dataspace This dataspace contains the sequence number
of the checkpoint, a serialized version of the region map and the capability indices of the dataspaces that are part of the checkpoint, i.e. the
applications data. The name used to store this checkpoint is »ckpt_N«,
wheres N is the sequence number of the checkpoint. This dataspace is
created by the L4Re kernel.
The thread dataspace This dataspace contains the thread state of all application threads and is created by the application level checkpointing
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thread and stored under the name »ckpt_N_th«, whereas N is the
sequence number of the checkpoint.
Further, the application dataspaces containing the actual memory content are
stored at the dsstorage. They are stored under the name »ckpt_N_ds_ID«,
whereas N is the sequence number of the checkpoint and ID is the dataspace’s
capability index.

5.4.3 Taking a Checkpoint
I implemented the checkpointing method described as partitioned checkpointing in section 4.5.2. This method involves an extra application thread,
here called checkpointer thread, serializing the state of all other application
threads.
The checkpointing functionality required inside the application is implemented as a library. In order to be able to store all thread states, the library
has to know about all threads of the application. For this reason, the library
offers functions to register and unregister threads. In the register function,
the UTCB address of the new thread and the thread’s capability index are
stored in a thread list.
The initialization of the checkpointing library takes place in a function,
which registers the main thread and creates the checkpointer thread. The
checkpointer thread will sleep for the a certain amount of time, the checkpoint
period, and then take checkpoint.
Gathering Client State
As mentioned before, the memory and the address space layout are stored
by the L4Re kernel. Only the thread state is stored by the application level
checkpointer thread. However, the checkpointer thread has to take care that
the memory is in a consistent state when a snapshot is taken, what his is done
by halting all threads.
After all threads are stopped, the checkpointer thread performs an IPC call
to the L4Re kernel. During this call the L4Re kernel stores the address space
layout and the application data. As result of this call the L4Re kernel returns
the name of the checkpoint dataspace.
When the IPC call returns, the checkpointer thread will take a snapshot
of the thread state of the application. The checkpointer thread performs the
following steps:
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1. Allocate a dataspace that is big enough to hold all thread states. This
dataspace is called thread dataspace. here
2. Iterate over all threads and do for each thread,
a) Store its UTCB in the thread dataspace.
b) Set the checkpointer thread as its exception handler. This is done
using the control method of the thread object. The checkpointer
thread will store all values returned by the control call in the
thread dataspace. These values include the capability indices of
the thread’s pager, exception handler and scheduler.
c) Trigger an exception using the ex_regs method of the thread
object.
d) Let the thread run again.
e) Handle exception. During the exception IPC the checkpointer
thread receives the CPU state of the checkpointed thread. This
state is stored also in the thread dataspace. Afterward1 the old
exception handler is restored.
3. Store the thread dataspace containing the thread states at the dsstorage.
4. Link the name returned by L4Re kernel to a name that refers to the last
taken checkpoint, e.g. »checkpoint_latest«
Checkpointing Inside the L4Re Kernel
In this section I describe the modifications to the L4Re kernel that were necessary to get checkpointing running. These modifications include the actual
checkpoint/restore functionality, as well an extension to the IPC interface
offered by the L4Re kernel.
Further, the L4Re kernel has to maintain a list containing the indices of
all dataspaces, that have to be stored during a checkpoint. The indices of the
dataspaces containing the BSS and the main thread’s stack are added to that
list.
IPC Interface The IPC interface of the L4Re kernel was extended by the
checkpoint protocol, offering the following calls:
add_ds

Adds a dataspace to the list of checkpointed dataspaces.

remove_ds Removes a dataspace from the list of checkpointed dataspaces.
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ckpt

Takes a snapshot of the address space layout including all checkpointed dataspaces. This call takes a dsstorage session as argument and returns the name under which the checkpoint dataspace is stored at the dsstorage.

add_ds and remove_ds are called by the checkpointing library whenever a
new dataspace is allocated/freed from the applications allocator. The ckpt call
is invoked by the checkpointing thread, after all threads are stopped.
Storing the Address Space Layout The checkpointing process inside the
L4Re kernel works the following way:
1. Allocate a dataspace for the region map. This dataspace also contains
some meta information, including the sequence number of the checkpoint, the capability indices of stored dataspaces and the number of
region map entries. The size of this dataspace is determined by the
number of region map entries and the number of stored dataspaces.
The dataspace will later be stored under the name »ckpt_N« in the
dsstorage, whereas n is the sequence number of the checkpoint.
2. The L4Re kernel iterates over the region map, serializes all region map
entries and stores them in the previously allocated dataspace.
3. Now the L4Re kernel iterates over the dataspace list stores the dataspace’s capability indices in the previously allocated dataspace. Further,
it will deposit a copy of the dataspaces at the dsstorage under the name
»ckpt_N_ds_ID«, where N is the sequence number of the checkpoint
and ID is the capability index of the stored dataspace. Using this naming
scheme, the names of the dataspace copies can be reconstructed during
the restore process, using the information stored in the checkpoint
dataspace.
After performing these steps the L4Re kernel will return the name of the
checkpoint dataspace to the calling thread, i.e. the checkpointer thread of the
checkpointed application.

5.4.4 Restoring a checkpoint
After I showed how checkpoints are taken, in this section I describe how a
checkpoint is restored. During the start up the L4Re kernel queries a dsstorage
session from its name space. If the dsstorage session is found, it requests
the dataspace with the name »checkpoint_latest«. If this dataspace exists
this checkpoint will be restored.
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Restore Process
After loading the binary, the L4Re kernel reconstructs the region map stored
in the checkpoint dataspace. Thereafter it requests the dataspaces whose
capability indices are stored in the checkpoint dataspace from the dsstorage.
The dataspace capabilities are mapped to the same indices they were when
taking the checkpoint.
After the address space layout is restored and the dataspace capabilities are
mapped to their previous capability indices, the threads have to be restored.
The L4Re kernel will query dsstorage for the thread dataspace in which the
threads state is stored in. To restore the threads the L4Re kernel will iterate
over the thread list, stored in the thread dataspace and perform for each entry
in this list:
1. Create a new thread object, using the task’s factory.
2. Copy the old UTCB content to the UTCB address stored in the entry.
3. Perform a control on the new thread in order to:
a) Bind the thread to the task and the UTCB stored in the entry.
b) Set L4Re kernel thread as pager and exception handler.
4. Perform an ex_regs to trigger an exception in the new thread.
5. Let the thread run. Now the thread will send an exception IPC to the
L4Re kernel.
6. Wait for the exception of the new thread. The exception is handled the
following way.
a) Stop the thread again, to make sure that there is only one application thread running.
b) Set pager and scheduler to the values stored in the entry. Send
the CPU context stored in the entry as answer to the exception
IPC.
After performing these steps for each entry in the thread dataspace, the L4Re
kernel will iterate again over all entries and let the threads run.
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In this chapter I first give an overview about the code size of the L4ReAnimator
framework and second analyze the performance overhead introduced by the
mechanisms the framework offers.

6.1 Complexity Analysis
L4ReAnimator consists of several components providing the capability fault
mechanism and a checkpointing library. In this section I give an overview
about the complexity of those components and describe the amount work
that was needed to create L4Reanimator.

6.1.1 Capability Registry and Capability Fault Handlers
The major part of the work was the implementation of the capability fault
handling mechanism. The main components offering the CF-handling are the
capability registry, the capability watcher and of course the CF-handler. Also
adaptions to L4Re were necessary, to let the L4Re libraries install CF-handlers.
The complexity of these components can be seen in table 6.1.
The capability registry compromises ca. 700 Source Lines Of Code (SLOC)
code1 and a small amount of C code wrapping the C++ functions so they can
1

The amount of code measured using David A. Wheeler’s »SLOCCount«.
Component
Capability registry
Capability watcher
Capability fault handlers
Modifications to L4Re and L4Sys

SLOC
771
288
494
130

Table 6.1: SLOC of the components offering the capability fault mechanism.
If components were just modified only the amount of modified
SLOC is specified.
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Component
Checkpointing Library
Modified L4Re kernel
dsstorage
L4Re

SLOC
476
405
494
2

Table 6.2: SLOC of the components offering the checkpointing mechanism.
If components were just modified only the amount of modified
SLOC is specified.

be used by programs, implemented in C. The capability watcher consists of
300 SLOC and the capability fault handlers together amount to 494 SLOC. A
CF-handler for one service is rather small. The handler for the capabilities
acquired by the name server for example counts 40 SLOC. Circa 130 SLOC
were modified in the L4Re itself. It is planned to move the source code out of
L4Re and put in into utility functions which are part of the CF-handlers.
Binary Complexity
For performance reasons, I implemented some of the functionality in header
files, so that the functions can be inlined by the compiler. Moreover some
of the functionality is still directly implemented in L4Re. This together
leads to a growth of the binaries, also if the L4ReAnimator libraries are
not linked to the library. For example, the statically linked binary of con
without L4ReAnimator, increased by 170 kilobyte. This circumstance can
be mitigated by using dynamic linking or putting the functionality into the
L4ReAnimator libraries. However, some growth cannot be avoided.

6.1.2 Checkpointing
Checkpointing for L4Re consists of a library linked to the application and
further a modified version of the L4Re kernel. As there existed no writable
file-system for L4Re at the time of this writing, a facility was need to store
data beyond application restarts. For this purpose I created the dsstorage.
The complexity of this components can be seen in Table 6.2. In the current
implementation, a mechanism to store the thread’s floating point unit state is
missing and needs to be added. I expect this to cost 20–40 SLOC in both, the
modified L4Re kernel and the checkpointing library.
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Figure 6.1: Duration of an IPC call in the L4Re, modified L4Re, and
L4ReAnimator.

6.2 Performance Analysis
In this section I analyze L4ReAnimators performance. First, I analyzed the
overhead introduced by the capability fault mechanism and then I investigated
the costs of the checkpoint mechanism. Further, I examined if the mechanism
used to reach link-time transparency has a negative impact on performance.
For my experiments I used a 2.8GHz Pentium 4 based computer equipped
with 512 MB system memory. All benchmarks were done with no output
during the measurements. After the measurements completed, the results
were dumped to the serial console. The time was measured reading the CPU’s
time stamp counter.
In the rest of this section I describe the experiments I performed.

6.2.1 IPC Call Performance
As I described in the Sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.4, L4ReAnimator wraps IPC calls
to achieve two things: First it checks for the success of any IPC operation and
further the calling thread registers itself at the capability watcher thread, to
be woken up if the callee disappears.
Wrapping the IPC operation is likely to have a negative consequence on
the IPC performance. Due to the link time transparency mechanism, there
should also be an observable performance decrease when L4ReAnimtor is
not used.
In order to measure this overhead, I micro-benchmarked the IPC performance. I wrote a test program performing 1000 IPC calls to a server without
payload. The clock cycles necessary for these 1000 calls were measured using
the time stamp counter. This experiment was repeated 10 times and done for
the unmodified L4Re and the modified version of L4Re with and without the
L4ReAnimator libraries.
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System

Clock-cycles

Relative to unmodified L4Re

L4Re
Modified L4Re w/o L4ReAnimator
L4ReAnimator
L4ReAnimator with server unmap

6 887
6 972
7 341
66 031

100 %
101.23 %
106.58 %
829,86%

Table 6.3: IPC call performance with and without L4ReAnimator.

Figure 6.1 and Table 6.3 show the results of this experiment. As one can
see the overhead introduced by the weak linking mechanism is 1.23 %, which
is negligible. With the L4ReAnimator framework libraries linked against the
client library the costs are higher With 6.58 % overhead seems to be high, but
these measurement were done with a micro-benchmark and in a real-world
scenario this overhead would be much lower.
The result shown in the last column of table 6.3 is the result of a modification
of this experiment. In that case the server unmaps the session capability of
the client during each IPC.
The session capability will get unmapped, both at the loader and at the
client. When the client invokes the session capability the next time, the
capability fault mechanism recovers the capability. This results in a call to the
loader, as the session capability was received through the name service. The
loader has to reopen the session, after which it can reply the name query of
the client. Then the client transparently retries the invocation of the session
capability. In consequence there are five context switches instead of two,
leading each time to a TLB-flush. Further the server has to recreate the IPCgate representing the session. To get this IPC-gate the server has to make a call
to his factory, which in this case is the kernel factory. This together explains
the performance degradation in this scenario. However, in my opinion these
costs are acceptable, as this should only happen in the failure case.

6.2.2 Allocating Capability Indices
In this experiment, I measured the cost of creating capability registry entries.
As I mentioned in section 5.2.1, these entries are created whenever a capability
index is allocated. This has only to be done, when a certain index is allocated
the first time, as the capability entry will stay in the system when the capability
index is freed. Therefore it is to expect, that when the same capability index
is allocated again, the allocation should take shorter as the first time.
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System

Clock-cycles

Relative to unmodified L4Re

L4Re
Modified L4Re w/o L4ReAnimator
L4ReAnimator
L4ReAnimator 2nd allocation

187
188
3 927
385

100 %
100.55 %
2 105,86 %
206,39 %

Table 6.4: Capability index allocation performance.

Duration of Capability Index Allocation
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Figure 6.2: Duration of capability index allocation measured in
L4ReAnimator for 100 Capability allocations.

I measured the allocation of 1000 capability indices for the unmodified L4Re, modified L4Re and for the modified L4Re together with the
L4ReAnimator libraries. I measured the duration of each capability index
allocation. The results of these measurements are shown in Table 6.4.
As we can see, the overhead introduced by the weak symbols is not noteworthy. Further the results show that, as predicted, the second allocation of a
capability index lasts factor 10 shorter than the first one, when L4Reanimator
is used.
However, with the L4ReAnimator framework, the first allocation of a free
capability index takes ca. 20 times longer. The main reason for that is, that
capability index allocation is such a simple process and adding any kind
of complexity is striking. In a real world scenario, this overhead would be
insignificant, as most application allocates capability indices only during their
initialization.
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Operation

L4Re

Modified L4Re

L4ReAnimator

1st attach
2nd attach
1st detach
2nd detach

329.38
344.94
1 069.20
1 026.41

333.09
326.21
1 094.17
1 087.57

728.70
562.21
1 491.18
1 478.04

Table 6.5: Time in microseconds needed for attaches and detaches of 100
dataspaces.

A noteworthy observation was that the performance data taken under
L4ReAnimator contained some outliers, illustrated in Figure 6.2. The small
spikes are caused by page faults which occur when a CR-entry is written. The
larger one is caused by L4ReAnimator’s allocator, allocating a new memory.
The memory is allocated in 8KB chunks. In the version of L4ReAnimator
used in this measurements, 144 bytes are needed for one CR-entry. So a
page fault should occur every 28th capability index slot allocation, what the
measurements confirm.

6.2.3 Attaching Dataspaces
As mentioned in section L4ReAnimator stores every mapping of a dataspace
in order to be able to unmap it later, if the dataspace capability is lost. For
this reason, a call to L4ReAnimator is necessary for each attach and detach
operation. I determined the overhead introduced by these calls by measuring
the time that is needed to attach and detach 100 dataspaces to and from the
application’s address space. I expected that the second attach operation of a
dataspace would be faster than the first, so I repeated attaching the dataspaces
a second time and measured the time needed for the second attach operation.
This experiment was done for the unmodified L4Re, and the modified
L4Re without L4ReAnimator and with L4ReAnimator. The results of this
experiment are shown in Table 6.5 and Figure 6.3.
The results again show that the weak linking mechanism used to achieve
link-time transparency does not have any significant effect on the system
performance. Further they show that L4ReAnimator leads to an performance
degradation of the attach call by factor 2.2 compared to the unmodified L4Re
when a dataspace is the first time attached. If a dataspace is the second time
attached this performance degradation is reduced to factor of 1.5.
The reason for this overhead is that L4ReAnimator has to allocate a dataspace watch object, whenever the dataspace is attached the first time. Further
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Performance of Attach and Detach
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Figure 6.3: Time in microseconds needed for attaching and detaching 100
dataspaces.

an entry in the mapping list of the watch object is needed and also has to be
allocated. When the dataspace is attached the second time the watch object
already exists and only the mapping list entry has to be created.
Single Attaches
In order to evaluate the consequences of L4ReAnimator’s memory allocator
mechanism, described in Section 5.2.1, I also measured the time needed
for each single attach operation. This experiment was done for the unmodified L4Re and for two versions of L4ReAnimator. In the first version
L4ReAnimator’s allocator enlarges its memory pool with chunks of 8 kilobytes
and in the second with chunks of 4 kilobytes.
The result of this experiment is shown in figure 6.4. As one can see in the
graph, the count of needed CPU cycles increases with each dataspace attached
to the applications address space. The reason for this lies in the L4Re kernel,
which has to add a region to its region map. The duration of this process is
proportional to the number of regions in the region map.
Further it is observable, that the overhead introduced by L4ReAnimator
is relatively small and stays constant over time, besides some outliers. For
the version of L4ReAnimator that enlarges its memory pool with 4 kilobyte
chunks, there are outliers after each 50th attach, which are caused by the
enlargement of the memory pool. In the 8 kilobyte version there are also
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Performance of Single Attach Operations
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Figure 6.4: Time in CPU-cycles needed for single-dataspace attaches.

outliers at every 50th attach operation. But in this case a small maverick
alternates with a larger one. The cause for the small outlier is a page fault in
the application occurring when a new page of the memory pool is touched
and the cause for the bigger one is the enlargement of the memory pool.
There is one outlier common to all three measurements between the 86th
and the 106th attach operation, which is caused by a page fault int the L4Re
kernel that occurs when the a new region is inserted in the region map.

6.2.4 Capability Watching
In this experiment measured the overhead introduced by the capability watching mechanism. I measured the time needed to do 50000 matrix multiplications for different watching intervals. After that, I increased the number of
watched capabilities, by attaching 100 dataspaces and repeated the measurement. The reference measurements for the unmodified and modified L4Re
can be seen in Table 6.6. As one can see the overhead of 0.01 % introduced
by the modifications of L4Re is negligible . Also watching of seven capabilities each 20 ms does not have a noticeable negative consequences on the
performance.
The results of the measurements using different watching intervals and a
different count of watch objects are shown in Figure 6.5.
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System

Time in ms

Relative to unmodified L4Re

L4Re
Modified L4Re w/o L4ReAnimator
L4ReAnimator (7 capabilities, 20ms)

3 772.02
3 772.43
3 773.18

100.00 %
100.01 %
100.03 %

Table 6.6: Duration of 50000 multiplications of a 200x200 matrix.

Capability
Overhead
of Watching
Capability Overhead
Watching
8000

Execution
Runtime
in mstime in ms

7000
6000
5000

7
622
929
1544
1852

4000
3000
2000
1000

Sleep period in ms

0
1

10

100

1000

Watch period in ms

Figure 6.5: Consequences of different watching intervals on the performance
of 50000 multiplications of a 200x200 matrix. Different lines
represent different count of watched dataspaces.
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Capability
Watcher Overhead
Overhead
of Capability
Watching
8000

Execution time in ms
Runtime
in ms

7000
6000
5000
4 ms
3 ms
2 ms
1 ms

4000
3000
2000
1000

Sleep period in ms

0
0

200

400

600

800

1000

1200

1400

1600

1800

2000

Number of watch objects

Figure 6.6: Overhead of capability watching with different number of watched
capabilities. Different lines represent different watch intervals.
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On the x-axis we can see the interval between the capability watching and
on the y-axis the runtime of the benchmark in milliseconds. The overhead
is relatively constant for intervals longer than 20 ms. For these intervals the
overhead lies around 0 %–1 %. When the interval gets smaller the overhead
increases exponentially. How much the overhead grows depends on the
number of watched capabilities. For 1852 watched capabilities with an interval
of one millisecond the overhead reaches nearly 100 %. In Figure 6.6 we can see
the growth rate for the execution time of the benchmark against number of
watched capabilities. The execution time grows nearly linear with the number
of watched capabilities.
The results show that applications using L4ReAnimator should be designed
carefully to use as few capabilities as possible. The less capabilities have to
be watched, the higher the watch frequency can be. A kernel mechanism
offering revoke notification is desirable. This would make it possible to watch
large number of capabilities without a big performance loss.

6.2.5 Further Experiments and Checkpointing
I measured the overhead of taking checkpoints using two benchmarks. The
first is again a matrix multiplication. This time one million multiplications
of a 200x200 matrix were performed. The second is a C++ implementation
of the n-queens problem, which I ran with n=13. I measured the execution
time of this benchmarks for the modified L4Re and L4ReAnimator with
and without checkpointing. In the checkpointing experiments I changed the
checkpoint frequency. It can be expected that a lower checkpoint interval
leads to a higher performance decrease.
n-Queens Problem
The results of this measurements for the 13-queens problem can be seen in
table 6.7. It is noticeable, that the performance overhead of L4ReAnimtor
is slightly higher than in the last experiment. The reason for this is that
during the processing more than 8 megabytes of memory are allocated by
the test program. As the memory is allocated page-wise, this results in 2000
dataspaces and each of this dataspaces has to be watched by the capability
watcher. This introduces extra overhead, as described in the last section.
However, with 1.66 %, the overhead is still in an acceptable range.
In the last column of Table 6.7, we can see the test results of the benchmark when checkpointing is used. As checkpointing relies on the capability
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Checkpoint interval

Modified L4Re

—
10 seconds
5 seconds
2 seconds

138.86
—
—
—

L4Reanimator
w/o Checkpointing
140.99
—
—
—

1.66 %
—
—
—

Checkpointing

—

—

142.00
142.54
143.36

2.39 %
2.78 %
3.37 %

Table 6.7: Execution time of the 13-queens problem with L4ReAnimator and
Checkpointing in seconds. The percent values represent the overhead relative to modified L4Re.

fault mechanism, the overhead of this mechanism is also included in the
measurements.
As expected, the performance decreases when the checkpoint interval
gets lower but the overhead is still in an acceptable range. The source of
the performance decrease is on the one hand the communication between
dsstorage and the applications L4Re kernel. For each stored dataspace one
IPC operation is necessary. Second, as the dataspaces are stored in a copy on
write fashion page faults will occur in the application when the memory is
accessed the next time.
To increase the performance several optimizations are considerable. First,
incremental checkpointing could be used, which means that only the modified
dataspaces are copied. This would lead to less page faults after a checkpoint is
taken. Second, the L4Re kernel could aggregate the dataspaces to be stored
into one single dataspace, which then is sent to the dsstorage server.
Matrix Multiplication
The results for the matrix multiplication benchmark can be seen in Table 6.8.
The overhead in this scenario is much smaller. For L4ReAnimator, the overhead is 0.06 %. This is a result of the low memory usage of this benchmark.
In this benchmark only 7 dataspaces have to be watched.
When checkpointing is used the overhead is slightly higher (0.20–0.23%),
but still one order of magnitude lower than in the n-queens benchmark. This
can be attributed to the low memory usage of this benchmark: The benchmark
allocates 960 kilobytes in chunks of 320 kilobytes. Hence, the heap of the
application is not increased page wise and hence less dataspaces are used.
As the memory consumption of this benchmark is low, it was possible
to further reduce the checkpoint interval. The overhead for further check-
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Checkpoint interval

Modified L4Re

—
10 seconds
5 seconds
2.5 seconds

75.4
—
—
—

L4Reanimator
w/o checkpointing
75.45
—
—
—

0.06 %
—
—
—

Checkpointing

—

—

75.56
142.54
143.36

0.20 %
0.21 %
0.23 %

Table 6.8: Execution time of the matrix compilation benchmark done with
the modified L4Re, L4ReAnimator and checkpointing in seconds.
The percent values represent the overhead relative to modified
L4Re.

pointing intervals can be seen in figure 6.7. In this figure we can see, that the
overhead grows exponentially with smaller checkpointing interval. With all
intervals the overhead is in an acceptable range.
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Overhead of Checkpointing
1,2

Performance overhead in percent

1

0,8

0,6

0,4

0,2

0
0,01

0,1

1

Checkpoint interval in seconds

Figure 6.7: Overhead of checkpointing against checkpoint interval for one
million multiplications of a 200x200 matrix.
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7 Conclusion and Future Work
In my thesis I introduced L4ReAnimator, a restarting framework for L4Re. In
the design phase of this work it appeared, that it is necessary to recover communication channels that were lost due to a server restart. For this purpose I
designed a capability fault mechanism that can be implemented entirely in
user-land, although kernel support could help to improve its performance.
Capabilities are recovered using capability fault handlers, which have to
be implemented by service providers and are initialized in the server’s client
library. The capability fault mechanism is transparent for application developers just using these services. The recovery mechanism is also transparent for applications, as in case of an IPC failure the IPC is repeated by the
L4ReAnimator framework. The recovery process is recursive and comparable to userlevel page fault handling in L4. Hence, I showed, that recursive
resource management is also applicable for recovering capabilities. I implemented and evaluated a prototype of this mechanism. It turned out that the
performance overhead introduced by this mechanism acceptable.
To store an application’s state, I proposed an application-transparent userlevel checkpointing mechanism for L4Re, also part of L4ReAnimator. This
mechanism was prototypically implemented, but due to the limited amount of
time not fully evaluated. However, first tests have shown that this mechanism
is able to take a checkpoint in an application-transparent manner.

7.1 Future Work
In this section, I present work remains to be done and propose topics for
further investigation.
Checking L4ReAnimators Real World Suitability
L4ReAnimator was tested in simple use cases such as restarts of the server
providing virtual framebuffer consoles and other simple client–server scenarios. Although these tests were successful, it would be interesting to bring this
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mechanism to complexer scenarios, such as L4Linux [20], a userlevel port of
the Linux kernel.
Kernel Support for Capability Watching
In its current implementation the capability watching mechanism works as
described in Section 5.3.3, i.e. by periodically checking the capability indices
of all watch objects. This periodic checking involves an overhead that can be
minimized with a little assistance from the microkernel. In order to achieve
this, the kernel has to send revoke notifications to the application. A revoke
notification is a notification informing the application that a capability has
been unmapped. After receiving such a notification the watcher thread may
iterate over all watch objects for finding out which capability was unmapped
and call this object’s action method. Therewith, it is not necessary to spin
over all watch objects all the time. A further optimization would be also to
send index of the unmapped capability, which would make the iteration over
all watch objects superfluous.
Checkpointing
The dsstorage server is currently the only way to store application data beyond application restarts and used to store checkpoints. It is desirable to store
checkpoints on a real persistent storage, e.g. the hard disk. The implementation of a storage server that is able to store checkpoints to a file system is a
considerable goal.
Further, it is interesting to investigate the performance gain of the dataspace aggregation described in Section 6.2.5. Incremental checkpointing is
also a desirable feature, as it would reduce the memory consumption of a
checkpoint.
For now, checkpointing does not store the state of the Floating Point Unit
(FPU), consequently applications using the FPU are not checkpointable. This
functionality has to be added to the checkpointing library and the L4Re
kernel.
In Section 4.5.4, I proposed a mechanism to take checkpoints of whole
subsystems, which would be a valuable extension of L4ReAnimator.
Further, Carlyle et al. [9] proposed to use checkpoints to accelerate the
start-up of applications. If this technique is applied to whole subsystems an
instant-on OS, like splashtop [4], can be created, offering limited functionality,
such as web browsing. In contrast to existing solutions the normal boot
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process may go on in the background. This way the users don’t have to wait
until the operating system has fully booted for being productive.
Finally, a further performance analysis needs to be performed, including
micro-benchmarks of the checkpoint and restore process.
Kernel Support for Checkpointing
In the current checkpointing implementation the thread state is gathered
using the Fiasco.OC’s exception mechanism. This mechanism offers a comfortable way to get the execution context of a thread, but has an serious
disadvantage: Ongoing IPC operations have to be canceled every time a
checkpoint is taken. This is no problem for idempotent function calls. For
non-idempotent calls the server should be able to rollback its state to the state
before the IPC call. This has to be done every time, a non-idempotent IPC
call was interrupted by the the checkpointer thread.
For the same reason there is a problem with the l4_sleep call. This call
sleeps for a certain amount of time by performing an IPC receive operation
with timeout on an invalid capability. This IPC operation will also be canceled
when a checkpoint is taken. Thus, this IPC call has to be wrapped in order to
sleep again, if the sleep duration was not long enough.
In the long term a kernel mechanism for getting a thread’s execution context
in a transparent manner is desirable.
Further Ideas
L4ReAnimator only offers a simple fault detection mechanism: Application
are restarted in case of abnormal termination. As described in Section 4.2.2,
also other situations may require a restart. For this purpose a fault detection
system is necessary.
Another considerable research topic is how checkpointing can help to
debug programs. For example, it is supposable to use periodic checkpoints to
restore an application to the state before an error occurred. The checkpoint
may then be restored in a debugging environment like Valgrind [26]. This
would reduce the overhead of the debugging process as the application has
not to run in Valgrind all the time, but only in the failure case.
For now the CF-handlers have to be written by hand, but a mechanism
for generating these handlers automatically is desirable. To generate the CFhandlers it might be useful to model the protocols used by the service. These
models could be either created by hand or by analyzing the source code of
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server and client. This model could then be used to generate the CF-handlers
automatically.
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